Abstract. Nuclear disks and rings are frequent galaxy substructures, for a wide range of morphological types [from S0 to Sc, see e.g., 6, 8] . We have investigated the possible minor-merger origin of inner disks and rings in spiral galaxies through collisionless N-body simulations. The models confirm that minor mergers can drive the formation of thin, kinematically-cold structures in the center of galaxies out of satellite material, without requiring the previous formation of a bar. Satellite core particles tend to be deposited in circular orbits in the central potential, due to the strong circularization experienced by the satellite orbit through dynamical friction. The material of the satellite core reaches the remnant center if satellites are dense or massive, building up a thin inner disk; whereas it is fully disrupted before reaching the center in the case of low-mass satellites, creating an inner ring instead. Keywords: galaxies: bulges -galaxies: evolution -galaxies: formation -galaxies: kinematics and dynamics -galaxies: interactions -galaxies: nuclei -galaxies: structure PACS: 98.52.Nr,98.52. Sw,98.62.Lv,98.65.Fz,98.56.Ne
MODELS AND RESULTS
Inner rings and disks have been traditionally associated to bars, except for those cases of extremely inclined geometries with respect to the host disk, thought to have been formed through face-on mergers [7] . However, recent observations pose that these inner structures, primarily found in Sa-Sbc galaxies, are not predominantly associated to bars [5, 2] . Disk dynamical resonances and oval distortions induced by minor mergers have also been proposed as formation mechanisms [9, 1] . We have studied if minor mergers can really drive the formation of thin, dynamically-cold components in the center of disk galaxies, using collisionless N-body simulations. We have completed the set of minor merger experiments described in Eliche-Moral et al. [3] , using different orbital configurations (direct and retrograde, small and large pericenter distances), mass ratios (1:18, 1:9, 1:6), and initial bulge-to-disk ratios of the primary galaxy (B/D = 0.1, 0.5). While the satellite disk deposits its mass onto the remaining primary disk during the merger, the particles from the satellite bulge settle into a vertically-thin structure in the center of the remnant, forming nuclear rings or disks that span from 0.1-0.5 disk scale lengths (see Fig. 1 ). No significant bar-distortions are induced in the disks by the interactions. Specific momentum-energy plots reveal that these structures are kinematically-cold, due to the strong orbital circularization experienced by the satellite core through dynamical friction during the decay. Although the surface density of these structures is lower than that of the underlying disk (making their detection difficult), they could become detectable having into account the star formation that minor mergers usually entail [4] . Our models suggest that minor mergers could be relevant drivers for the formation of inner cold structures in non-barred, early-type spirals.
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